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" I call for the most Magnificent Light from that place where all Freedom,
Excellence, Fulfillment, Joy and Abundance lives forever, to be released into my
life today. I ask for this blessing of Truth, Protection and Divine Intelligence in all
decisions to now permeate the world, bringing Revolutionary Change opening

the pathway towards Divine Living Now." 
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August 21-22-23    Mars trine Uranus 14* With the energizer Mars in the productive sign of 
Virgo – many of us are feeling a surge of self care and putting things in order in a most 
particular way – details are the key. Its positive aspect to Uranus is increases the chances of 
transforming something in your life. With these planets in earth, practical, business, home, 
order, organizing, planning or any thing which requires analysis, editing or a deeper dive into 
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productive planning could be very strong during these days. The energy is very high and 
lends to incredible details and strong critical thinking among humanity throughout this 
weekend.

The emphasis this week is Epic Powerful Mental Ability to bring efficiency into your life, 
transforming very important issues, so much so, you won't go back to your old pattern. Since 
Virgo is the sign of Justice (Mars in Virgo) and Uranus deals with freedom (Mars trine 
Uranus)  and the truth, the power of these two planets in these signs bring about another level
of excellence, a revolutionary power thrust into the world.  Mars is also a militant planet and 
Virgo, the planet of service puts unprecedented focus on Military Action all over the world – 
we have a recipe for intense issues based upon injustices and military intervention begin this 
weekend in more ways than one. A trine between these two planets, encourages us to expect 
positive and surprising events to come.

August 22    Sun Enters Virgo As our Sun enters the sign of Virgo later in the day, time to 
shift gears and enter a period of down to earth order, industrious projects and 
accomplishments. Discussions surrounding scheduling, dates and commitments could occur. 
Dietary and health themes. 

August 23    Venus trine Saturn A beautiful energy bringing the opportunity for sincere love 
and the expression of ones' values and needs met with equal love and support. Cooperation, 
harmony, support and feeling valued and important comes with this cycle. We can be granted 
something beautiful.
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This cycle is very good for all relationships. Meetings. Vacation downtime and anything which 
brings beauty, music, fulfillment of some kind into your well deserved hard working life.  

Financial arrangements. Beautifying home, business or making important purchases, if your 
own chart looks positive during this time, it is an excellent time for purchases. 

It not only assists you to get in touch with your own truth about how you want your life to go 
during this time but should evoke some form of empathy from another who supports this truth 
and wants to help.

August 24      Mercury oppose Neptune One day of confusion, maybe a sacrifice on your part 
is requested from another. Disappointment, frustrations and having to let your high 
expectations go for a day, deal with the situation exactly the way it's presenting itself, without 
critical judgment or irritation. Service, love and surrender is the key.

August 26      Mercury trine Pluto Today is much more productive in all professional 
ways...writing, editing, communications and making oneself very clear. Your mind is sharper, 
laser focused on what you need to put into action. Paperwork and getting down plans, 
thoughts, journaling or sending out information for others. You have the facts to back up your 
perspective. Much can get done today.
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August 27- 28  Mercury at 26* Virgo inconjunct Jupiter & Venus at 14* libra inconjunct 
Uranus at 14* Taurus With two inconjuncts, we're having to adjust in area of talking with a few
people who might not share the same opinions as you, shift into more friendly subjects to talk 
about, and be extra warm and welcoming, as Uranus in an inconjunct can bring awkwardness
in any interaction with another for whatever reason – they're acting a bit weird today.
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Full Moon in Aquarius conjoin Jupiter at 29 Degrees - Ruler Uranus
trine Mars and Mercury 

 

( Sun in Leo oppose Moon and Jupiter in Aquarius at 29 degrees)

Emotions run high with big Aquarius issues. Feelings of wanting life to be so different than 
what it is in reality. Intense urges to break free and do something completely unlike yourself. 
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This is an intensely stimulating energy this weekend motivating CHANGE. Demanding a 
higher way of living, freeing oneself from the past. Wanting the new, the more fulfilling and 
desiring more than anything to be treated with respect, ( Leo) and put oneself in some sort of 
challenge, as if you're saying to yourself,” I deserve this or that, why am I putting up with this 
thing, or that situation etc..etc....”

The Full Moon usually denotes a time when what we have been ruminating about, pondering 

and concentrating upon for the past two weeks comes to some kind of fruition or maximum 
event. So this weekend into Monday, should lend to a productive moment where our 
emotional drive is matching the minds' desire for better. Jupiter's expansive good will and 
protection enhances and magnifies the change IN SO MANY WAYS mysterious and 
meaningful. You're on the right track, keep going!

MOVIE NIGHT 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zqF5tvjOOcI
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